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Exercise 1: Büchi Automata
Consider NBA A1 and A2 depicted in Figure 1 below. Show that both accept the same
regular language when viewed as NFA (Hint: They yield the same DFA, it can be obtained
by, e.g., the powerset construction) while Lω (A1 ) 6= Lω (A2 ).
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Figure 1: NBA A1 (a) and A2 (b)
Exercise 2: Checking ω-regular properties
Consider the transition system TS Sem for mutual exclusion with a semaphore (See Figure 2). Let Plive be the following ω-regular property over AP = {wait 1 , crit 1 }:
“whenever process 1 is in its waiting location then it will eventually enter its critical section”

(a) Depict
 an NBA A for Plive and an NBA Ā for the complement property P̄live =
AP ω
2
\ Plive .
(b) Show that TS Sem 6|= Plive by doing the following:
(i) Depict the reachable fragment of the product TS Sem ⊗ Ā

(ii) Give a path in the product transition system that violates Plive
Exercise 3: Lecture Evaluation (optional)
We would like to make sure you are following the lecture and having fun at the same
time.
(a) What can we improve about the lecture?
(b) Briefly name the main concepts that you have found interesting and what you have
learned about them during the last lectures.
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Figure 2.8: Mutual exclusion with semaphore (transition system representation).

Figure 2: Transition System TS Sem

ﬁrst-in ﬁrst-out (FIFO), or some other scheduling discipline can be chosen. Alternatively,
another (more concrete) mutual exclusion algorithm could be selected that resolves this
scheduling issue explicitly. A prominent example of such algorithm has been provided in
1981 by Peterson [332].
Example 2.25.

Peterson’s Mutual Exclusion Algorithm

Consider the processes P1 and P2 with the shared variables b1 , b2 , and x. b1 and b2 are
Boolean variables, while x can take either the value 1 or 2, i.e., dom(x) = { 1, 2 }. The
scheduling strategy is realized using x as follows. If both processes want to enter the
critical section (i.e., they are in location waiti ), the value of variable x decides which of
the two processes may enter its critical section: if x = i, then Pi may enter its critical
section (for i = 1, 2). On entering location wait1 , process P1 performs x := 2, thus giving
privilege to process P2 to enter the critical section. The value of x thus indicates which
process has its turn to enter the critical section. Symmetrically, P2 sets x to 1 when
starting to wait. The variables bi provide information about the current location of Pi .
More precisely,
bi = waiti ∨ criti .
bi is set when Pi starts to wait. In pseudocode, P1 performs as follows (the code for process
P2 is similar):

